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would like to receive a response to your questions or comments.
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would like to receive a response to your questions or comments.
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would like to receive a response to your questions or

Please return this form to a project representative or
email form to info@northlakeshoredrive.org or return mailto

NLSD Study

c/o Civiltech Engineering

30 N La Salle, Suite 2624

Chicago, lL 60602
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Please write your question or comment in the area below (please print). lnclude your name, home address, and email if you

would like to receive a response to your questions or comments.

Please return this form to a project representative or
email form to info@northlakeshoredrive.org or return mail to

NLSD Study

c/o Civiltech Engineering

30 N La Salle, Suite 2624

Chicago, lL 60602
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would like to receive a response to your questions or comments.
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would like to receive a response to your questions or comments.
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would like to receive a response to your questions or comments.
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would like to receive a response to your questions or comments.
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would like to receive a response to your questions or comments.
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Please return this form to a project representative or
email form to info@northlakeshoredrive.org or return mail to

NLSD Study

c/o Civiltech Engineering
30 N La Salle, Suite 2624

Chicago, lL 60602
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NLSD Study

c/o Civiltech Engineering

30 N La Salle, Suite 2624
Chicago, lL 60602
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Please write your question or comment in the area below (please print). lnclude your name, home address, and email if you

would like to receive a response to your questions or comments.
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would like to receive a response to your questions or comments.
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30 N La Salle, Suite 2624
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Presented by

ACTIVE
TRANsPORTATI ON
A LLI ANC E cHrcAGo A RO H I T ECT U R E FouNDArroN

ON THE COVER,

This conceptual
illustration depicts
one potential scenario
to incorporate the
principles in this
platform into the
reconstruction of North
Lake Shore Drive.
Access to the lakefront
could be more accessible

and welcoming.
Transit could be faster
and more reliable with
enhancements such as

bus-only lanes or Bus
Rapid Transit. taffic
on the Lakefront Trail
could be safer and
more convenient by
creating a new path to
separate different kinds
of trail users.
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lntroduction

[,ake Michigarn and C'hicago's lakefront have shaped our

region's history and identity. Our lakefront is one of the

jelvels of the citl'. our front yard. a symbol of who we are.

Chicago's earlv r:ivic leaders like Montgomery Ward and

Daniel lJurnham unclerstood hor,v special our lakefront

cor,rlcl be when they called fol setting it aside to remain

{orer.er open, clear and free. They recognized the need to

balance the use of our lakefront as a hub of industry and

transportation rvith the need to promise a more livable city

for future senerations of Chicagoans.

Chicago now faces a choice with the reconstruction of

North Lake Shore Drive. We can seize the opportunity

to pursue bold plans in the tradition of Chicago's great

visionaries rvho hoped for a more livable city,, or we can

reinfrrrce the slorv shilt torvards a superhighway that serves

as an everr-w-idening barrier between Chicago and its

laliefront.

We envision a Lake Shore Drive
that creates a stronger connection
between Chicagoans and their
lakefront, knitting together our
neighborhoods, our parks and
our beaches. We believe that
Chicagoans deserve an iconic
roadway that's not just scenic to
drive along, but is also an asset for
the estimated 60 million annual
users of the lakefront, including
people walking, biking running
or visiting our parks and beaches.

A project of this scale should
not be designed only based on
the needs of today, but should
anticipate the needs of the future.
This means recognizing that
livability is as important to the
region's economic strength as

transportation.

The reconstruction of North Lake
Shore Drive has implications
for millions of people who use

our lakefront weryyear or live
alongside it. The context of
this project is more than just a
roadway-it is the connection
between a treasured lakefront,
a major public transportation
corridor, an historic park and
some of the state's most densely

populated neighborhoods.
Therefore, this project must
be held to Chicago's highest
standards in design, public
engagement and construction- We

urge the project team to engage

design professionals from diverse

industries in planning the project,
reaching beyond transportation
planners and engineers.

This platform was developed by
abroad coalition of advocates for
better transportation and public
space in Chicago. It promotes key
principles and recommendations
for the North Lake Shore Drive
reconstruction project.
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\\(' circortrag'e the North Lerke Short: l)rive Project Studv Facilitate safer, easier, more Leverage the north lakefront as an

()rc-iup. as *t:11 as rh. go'crnnronr ag.ncicrs ancl cl.crecl ;::::rltf :I""3i:il:1"""0" ::il:1ffil11fiTffi1tJ1[,::H,
offiCials O\/erseeing the prOCeSS, tO SUpport a bOld visiO' neighborhoods, Lincoln Park, Lake the impact of Lake Shore Drive on

Michigan and the Lakefront Trail for air and water quality, storm water
ir,l' '1,rr',ir Lai't, Shole l)r'ivt'. It shor,ild ncctt thtt ncc<ls of' peoplewalkingrunningbikingor run-off andnoisepollution.

('\,('l'\1.)nr. rr-iro uses tire lakeiront as wcll ars servoi,rs il nod(:l tukitgtransit'

Bring Lake Shore Drive into
Irtt' rt'atet'froitt cities evurl'rt'ht're. Significantly improve the safety, conformity with The Lake Michigan

reliability,convenience,accessibility andChicagoLakefrontProtection

-\,rritr Lll.,r'\it6re l)rirrr. and recomulolt(l incoriloratilg esnllallf.forpublictransportation reducethenegativeimpactonother

ii'l('rn iiri,.; ri-r. projecr)s l'u.post' a'tl Ne.rl sr.t.me't: 
andbicvcling' 

:t:t::#ff""r1":;T;t:ff.'r:tt
Increase park land and enhance the
landscape design, identity, livability Protect the historic assets of Lincoln
and amenities of Lincoln Park, Lake Park, including architecture and
Michigan and the Lakefront Trail. landscape design.

Utilize placemaking and gateway
planning to enhance the identity and
livability of Lake Shore Drive as a
roadway serving the needs of local
residential and retail activity as well
as linking neighborhoods together
and to downtown.
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Redesign and widen lakefront
access points for the safety
and security of all users and
to reduce conflicts between
Lakefront tail traffic,
vehicular traffic and people
trying to reach the beaches
and other park facilities.

Add a separate bike
facility for higher speed

traffic to improve safety
and convenience for both
recreational Lakefront Trail
users and for bike commuters.

Reduce conflict points
between cars and Lakefront
Trail users.

Improve bike and pedestrian
facilities on streets connecting
to park access points.

Design Lake Shore Drive
with a maximurn 35mph
design speed with no increase
in the number of lanes,
exceeding the requirements
of the Lakefront Protection
Ordinance.

Separate transit from
automobile traffic with bus-
only lanes and other public
transportation enhancements,
such as Bus Rapid Transit,
improving transit service
and capacity to levels more
appropriate for the high
population density along the
lakefront.

Upgrade the Lakefront Trail
to meet existing Chicago Park
District design standards.

Create boardwalks along
beaches to improve
pedestrian access and reduce
Lakefront Trail congestion.

Increase lakefront access

points to exceed the
minimum standard of
quarter-rnile intervals
required by the Lakefront
Protection Ordinance.

Increase vehicular
connections between the
street grid and Lake Shore
Drive, to reduce congested
bottlenecks at limited access

points.

Redesign roadway
connections and intersections
with Lake Shore Drive in
order to provide a mor€
seamless park experience
between the neighborhr:ods
and the lakefront.

Create programmed pa-rks

or plazas serving as access

points across Lake Shore
Drive and as iconic gateways
between the city and the
lakefront, with special
consideration for creating
seamless connections ai the
southern and northern ends
of the project.

Increase park land and
green space, especially
between Ohio Street and
North Avemre.

Emphasize the boulevard
character ofLake Shore
Drive by incorporating
landscaping greening the
street and maintaining
planted medians.

Leverage performance-based
parking strategies in the park
and along Lake Shore Drive
to manage congestion.

Reduce the amount of land
dedicated to parking lots
within the park.

Minimize the impact of
construction on the historic
character of Lincoln Park.

Use park land to improve
storm water run-off between
the city and Lake Michigan
using natural landscaping
strategies for storm water
management.

Soften the Lake Michigan
shoreline in order to improve
ecology and foster habitat
restoration.

)r(1 their t.lu' Itiil<i.,r,inq'lrt: {'orlsiclclc,(l as irart ot'thc rlq'sr.-l.ii

i t i {.r. t j.it i t ii{.i trro('{,ss i( )r' Nor1 h f ,;tl,:c Shor-<. I)t.ir,r.:
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ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION ALLIANCE CHICAGO GROUP OF THE SIERRA CLUB FRIENDS OF THE PARKS
Lee Crandell Christine Williamson TimJeffries
312-427-3325 x395 773-415-5217 3t2-857-2757
lee@activetrans.org birdchris@aol.com jeffriest@fotp.org

ALLIANCE FOR THE GREAT LAKES CNU ILLINOIS

CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD TECHNOLOGY CONGRESS FOR THE NEW URBANISM LAKE VIEW CITIZENS' COUNCIL

Angela Larsen
3t2-445-9746
alarsen@greatlakes.org

Jacky Grimshaw
773-269-4033
jacky@cnt.org

WendyJaehn
312-666-9836
wendy@cararuns.org

Lesley Roth, AIA, NCARB, LEED AP
3t2-497-5445
lesleyaroth@gmail.com

John Norquist
312-551-7300

jnorquist@cnu.org

Teresa Fourcher, AIA, LEED AP
312-755-4565

Teresa.Fourcher@perkinswill.conr

ILLINOIS PIRG
Brian Imus
312-544-4433 x2l0
brian@illinoispirg.org

Will DeMille
312-852-6707
wdemillel@yahoo.com

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL
Tiffany Chappell Ingram, JD
312-651-7919

tingram@nrdc.org

CHICAGO ARCHITECTURE FOUNDATION ENVIRONMENTAL LAW & POLICY CENTER METROPOLITAN PLANNING COUNCIL
Kate Keleman Howard Learner Chrissy Mancini Nichols
312-922-3432x247 312-673-6500 312-863-6042
kkeleman@architecture.org HowardAlearner@elpc.org cmancini@metroplanning.org

CHICAGO AREA RUNNERS ASSOCIATION FRIENDS OF DOWNTOWN
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Please write your question or comment in the area below (please print). lnclude your name, home address, and email if you
would like to receive a response to your questions or comments.
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Please return this form to a project representative or

email form to info@northlakeshoredrive.org or return mail to

NLSD Study

c/o Civiltech Engineering
30 N La Salle, Suite 2624
Chicago, lL 60602
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Please write your question or comment in the area below (please print). lnclude your name, home address, and email if you

would like to receive a response to your questions or comments.
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Please returh this form to a

email form to info@northlakeshoredrive.org or return mailto

NLSD Study

c/o Civiltech Engineering

30 N La Salle, Suite 2624

Chicago, lL 60602
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Please write your question or comment in the area below (please print). lnclude your name, home address, and email if you

would like to receive a response to your questions or comments.
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Please return this form to a project representative or

email form to info@northlakeshoredrive.org or return mail to

NLSD Study

c/o Civiltech Engineering

30 N La Salle, Suite 2624

Chicago, lL 60602
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Changes to Lake Shore Drive and the bike path between North Avenue Beach and Oak Street Beach, and
between Oak Street Beach and Ohio Street Beach, could have a major effect on open water distance
swimmers and triathletes in Chicago. Please include them in the conversation and the Stakeholder
lnvolvement Plan as you have involved runners and bikers.

Organization Contact Email Phone Other info
Chicago

Triathlon Club

Open Water
Chicaeo

Chicago Masters
Swim Club

Chicago Blue
Dolphins

Chicago Smelts
lllinois Masters
Swimming
Association
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Can the Montrose bLcycle/pedestrian crossing be moved to the existing underpass?

eekend Motor
ehicle Traffic

Down to One Lane,
Often Backed Up

One Half Hour
More, Stop & Go
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The 1909 Burnham vision of "Forever free and clear?" The only illustration currently available of this
plan seems to show more lanes, more traffic, and more iust plain STUFF... in short, much less green

open land.

The Friends of the Parks is one of 15 organizations listed as supporting this project. Their own "People

of the Trail" report clearly shows that the northern-most sections of the park currently are the best

enjoyed, least congested, and safest stretches of the lake-front... largely those parts North of Addison,

on toward Hollywood. Why would we need to focus on re-vamping anything past the traditionally
most congested stretch of Grant Park to Belmont?

Public commentary is already becoming evident from the Sun Times and Tribune articles on-line today.

Those comments seem to show the public is actually fed-up with the dangerous bike commuters on the
lake-paths. The "hue and outcry" is not directed at cars. Our current lovely Lake Shore Drive ("there

ain't no road just like it"), what the Active Transportation Alliance purports to be so concerned about,

looks more like a boulevard in comparison to theirfuturistic illustration of multiple lane types, mass

transit stations, with few trees plunked in between, no beach, and very little green open land. lt is their
illustration which looks like a Super-Highway.

A lot of people talk about the Burnham plan, but don't really know much about it. The Daniel Burnham

and Edward Bennett Plan of Chicago was about manythings, transportation, urban planning, business

districts, and relief from city congestion. The lake front now offers that relief, but for how long?

"lhe iakefront by right beiongs to the peopie" and in his drafts, Burnham describes in great detaila
vision of the lake that would always be there, a presence felt even when folk toiled at day jobs far in-

land. He envisioned a lake-front park expanse so all-encompassing, so un-interrupted that we could not

help but always feel it... just to our east. Open clean space. The drive at its current size and speed

actually offers a buffer between city and park, the speed keeps people from believing that they can

simply walk across it, and the popularity of Lake Shore Drive keeps development away from the lake.

Lake Shore Drive may have begun as a pleasure drive, but in fact it is still exactly that. lt is the most

pleasant way to get to work down-town for anyone North or South of the city. lt is one of our most

prized possessions, and something that only exists in Chicago. Lake Shore Drive not being exactly part of
the parks, actually keeps the parks safer and less congested.

I maintain that we should use IDOT and CDOT funds to actually MAINTAIN existing underpasses, and

trails,especiallyNorthof Belmont,themostpark-likestretchofthelake-front. Southof Belmont,down
to areas around Grant Park are congested enough, and do not need MORE access and exits. Trail

maintenance, signage, traffic control is needed. Better safety for runners and pedestrians can be

achieved if we mandate that "Bike Commuters" get commuter licenses, commuter insurance, license

plates, registration... and ticketing for traffic violations. Funding for bike commuter specific lanes could

be generated from those sources.
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I would ask that any Speed or lane reductions on North Lake Shore Drive take impacts to productivity into
account. While the idea of a "boulevard" conjures up all kinds of positive images, hundreds e$+hensmds of
thousands of Chicagoans rely on Lake Shore drive as their primary means of transportation to school and work
in the city. Public transportation is NOT AN OPTION for many of these commuters, If it were, the subsidized
cost of public transportation and the artificially high price of parking would have converted these users.

A perfect example of not considering impacts to productivity was the installation of the removable barriers on
North Lake Shore Drive 2 years ago. The construction impact of that work during the morning and evening rush
added a full 20 minutes each way to the average commute for 2 weeks. Multiply that impact times tens of
thousands of commuters at X $ and hour and you staft to see how quickly that adds up.

At an extremely cursory level, a reduction in speed limit from 45mph to 35 mph could cost the city upwalds of
$30M ayear in lost productivity (appenclit' t ). The increase in speed differentials as a result of an artificially low
speed limit could actually increase traffic accidents lather than decrease them. Studies show very little evidence
of accident reduction in decreasing speed limits on moderate speed limit roads such as Lake Shore Drive.

Possible areas to consider for improvement

1. Eliniination of traffic signals at Michigan Avenue, replaced with on and off ramps that run under the
green space north of East Lake Shore Drive at the turn. De-couple these ramps from the traffic signal at
Michigan Avenue.

Change enforcement of Rush hour restrictions within l/2 mi of lake shore drive on Fullerton, Belmont
and Irving Park to mandatory relocation to local lots where owners can retrieve their cars at an

automated kiosk.

Supplement parking at the Lakeshore with increased capacity. Drive to Wilson Avenue on a mid
moming Saturday on a sunny summer day and then talk about reducing parking at the lake.

Eliminate CTA Bus use of Lake Shore Drive. Replace with a rapid rail based public transportation that
continues south at Michigan Avenue and that does not reduce the number of vehicle travel lanes on the
drive. The extended CTA busses have proven unsafe on the drive time and again. They are unable to
remain in a single lane at the curve and were the direct cause of the calamitous snowstorm incident.

2.

J.

4.
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Research Links Speed lncreases With lncreased
Accidents and Accident Severity, Though Lower
Speed lncreases Only Effect Crashes Marginally

Prepared by Ken Winter, February 2008

VDET*fitrirr,.i*r-
U Virginia Department of Transportation Librarv.Circulation@VDOT.Viroinia.qov

KEY SEARCH TERMS:

Traffic Speed

Speeding

Speed Limits

Accident Severity

Accidents

Accident Data

Research $ynthesis Bibliography No. 16

Research Synthesis Bibliographies (RSBs) are distillations of relevant transportation research on current
topics of interest to researchers, engineers, and policy/decision makers. Sources cited are available for
loan (or available through lnterlibrary Loan) to VDOT employees through the VDOT Research Library.
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Changing Speed Limits On Low Speed Roads Has Little Or No Effect On Grashes

Relationships between speed limit increases, accident rates and accident severity are complex and have
not always been clearly understood in the past---especially due to countless other variables that can
influence crash rates and severity, including: highway design, vehicle design, speed enforcement,
environmental attributes, weather conditions, and characteristics of the driving population.

After forty years of research there is still no consensus about the implications of raising speed and
accident severity among studies that only explore only accident fatalities. ln addition, few studies to date
have provided adequate control of many other factors that can influence the findings of a before-after
evaluation. However, the "ordered probit" model of evaluation is considered by some to be a legitimate
approach to studying the effects of speed limit changes on crash injury severity.

Seemingly simple questions regarding speed and accidents have proven difficult to answer. Do
increases in speed limits at lower or higher speed levels result in increases in severity or crashes or of
injuries suffered in those crashes? What are the implications for such speed increases on Virginia,s
secondary or rural roads where "low-speed increases" from 25-35 mph or 35-45 mph might be
considered? A thorough literature search from the 1960s to the present reveals some widely held beliefs
about speed limits and safety that may seem obvious, but are worth considering:

r lncreases in speed (both absolute and relative among vehicles) lead to an increase in crash severity.
(Renski, 1999)

. Accident-involvement, injury, and injury severity are highest at very low speeds, lowest at about the
average speed of all traffic, and increase again at very high speeds, particularly at night. Thus the
greater the variation in speed of any vehicle from the average speed of all traffic, the greater its
chance of being involved in an accident. (Solomon, 1966)

o The difference between the design speed and the posted speed limit for a roadway has a significant
effect on speed variance.(Garber, 1988)

. Speed variance is minimalwhen the difference between the design speed and the posted limit is
between 5 and 10 mph (Garber, 1988).

r Driver compliance with posted speed limits is poor, especially for limits lower than 45 mph (special
Report 254, 1998).

. On rural or two-lane roads, a large proportion of accidents are initiated by vehicles turning left off the
main road or by those entering from numerous access points, thus it becomes more important to
review design standards so that left-turn lanes, intersection design and proper traffic control are in
place to minimize the likelihood of accident involvements of this gpe (RTl, 1970).

o On average, current speed limits on many roadways are set too low to be accepted as reasonable by
a majority of drivers, and speeds zones are posted 8-12 mph below the prevailing travel speed and
as much as 15 mph below the maximum safe speed (Tignor, 1g90)

Solomon (1964) found a relationship between vehicle speed and crash incidence that is illustrated by a U-
shaped curve. ln that curve, crash rates were lowest for travel speeds near the mean speed of traffic (not
the posted speed, but the speeds most commonly traveled by drivers on the roadways measured), and
increased as it deviated above and below the mean. Estimated travelspeed from accident records were
compared to the speeds measured at representative sites within each study section and comparisons
showed that crash-involved drivers were over-represented in both high- and low- speed categories of the
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speed distribution. That graph is illustrated at the following Web site, "synthesis of Safety Research
Related To Speed And Speed Limits" online at: http://www.tfhrc.qov/safety/speed/speed.htm

This report comes closest to answering the question of whether moderate speed increases at lower
speeds results in more or worse accidents. lt states: "ln general, changing speed timi|s on low and
moderate speed roads appears to have little or no effect on speed and thus litfle or no effect on
crashes. Ihis suggests that drivers travel at speeds they feet are reasonable and safe for the road
and traffic regardless of the posted limit. However, on freeways and other high-speed roads,
speed limit increases generally lead to higher speeds and crashes. The change in speed is
roughly one'fourth the change in speed limit. Results from international studies suggest that for
every 1 mi/h change in speed, injury accidents will ehange by 5 percent (3 percent for every
f km/h). However there is limited evidence that suggests the net effect of speed limits may be
positive on a system wide basis,"

ln general, speed limits appear to be on the rise. The year after the 1995 repeal of the National Maximum
Speed Limits (NMSLs), half of all U.S. states had raised speed limits on rural interstates. ln 1997 North
Carolina raised speed limits on non-lnterstate highways, focusing on what were considered "safe"
roadway segments as determined primarily by roadway design and crash history. ln most cases speeds
were increased by 5 or 10 mph. No specific research has been located on the effects of increasing lower
speeds (like 25 or 35 mph) to moderate speeds (like 35 or 45 mph), however a 1999 Transportation
Research Record article explored North Carolina's experience and single-vehicle accidents (Renski,
1999). That research indicated:

' On rcadway segments whei'e speed limits were increased froni 55 to 60 mph or 55 to 65 rnph ihere
was an increase in the probability of being injured in a crash, and an increase in the probabilig of
sustaining Class A, B, or C injuries.

o No significant changes in injury severity were found for the comparison segments or for highway
segments where speed limits were raised from 65 to 70 mph.

' Higher crash severity was observed when vehicles struck the face of a guardrail after limits were
increased. The main suggestion with this observation is that guardrails may not be as adept at
preventing injuries of higher speed crashes. The authors did recommend that due to this observed
effect, decision makers consider the presence of guardrails, in addition to other existing criteria, for
evaluating whether speed limits should be raised on a road segment.

Finally, it may be useful to consult the following online web sites from the Minnesota Department of
Transportation, which can be found online at: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/speed/index.html

Minnesota Speed Monitoring Program (See: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/speed/monitoneport.html ;

Speed Trends on Minnesota Roadways (See: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/speed/spdtrend02-c.odf ;

5 State Speed Gomparison (See: htto://www.dot.state.mn.us/speed/spdtrend02-c.pdf )
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